MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

THE RELAY MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING:
A High-Impact Program Focused on Concrete Techniques
The Relay Master of Arts in Teaching program is focused
on techniques that make the deepest impact in classrooms, with unmatched opportunities for practice. As a
graduate student you’ll develop skills that will boost your
confidence and transform your classroom, enabling your
students to become better scholars and citizens. The
M.A.T. is designed to allow busy teachers to earn a degree
in just two years while working full time.


M.A.T. HIGHLIGHTS
• Join district and charter classmates
• Gain rigorous, applicable training
• Receive concrete, actionable feedback
• Cultivate a joyful classroom culture
• Drive student growth and achievement

THE RELAY APPROACH
Becoming a great teacher is like becoming a great athlete or
musician: It takes relentless practice and dedication.

LEARN: Gain proven techniques that you

can use the next day in the classroom, taught
by champion teacher-professors.

PRACTICE: Record yourself practicing core
techniques, and then receive feedback from
peers and professors.

PERFORM:

Become a whiz at analyzing
student data, and then demonstrate your
ability to drive academic growth.

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
NEWARK

M.A.T. Program Overview
The M.A.T program has three academic terms
—summer, fall, and spring—which include the
following components:
•C
 ore: General pedagogy instruction and concrete
teaching skills
• Content: Techniques specific to grade levels and subjects

M.A.T. PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Summer 1

• 1-week Teaching Fundamentals intensive
• Online modules
• 2 weeknights/month of Core classes
Fall/
• 1 Saturday/month of Content classes
Spring 1
• 40% Core + Content through online modules
Summer 2 • 1-week Unit Planning intensive
• Online modules
• 2 weeknights/month of Core classes
Fall/
• 1 Saturday/month of Content classes
Spring 2
• 40% Core + Content through online modules
The M.A.T. curriculum centers
around four elements of effective
instruction—Content, Classroom
Culture, Self & Other People, and
Teaching Cycle—that are proven
to dramatically improve student
learning, growth and achievement.

Apply Now
• Apply online at Relay.edu/Apply
• Application deadline is June 10, 2015

Relay Newark
Relay Newark is the graduate school for teachers who want to
close opportunity gaps and fight for social justice. By combining in-person practice, performance-based assessments, and
rich online learning, we help teachers become more effective
for their students in some of New Jersey’s most challenging
urban areas. Relay Newark partners with a number of high
performing local public schools. Learn more about our campus
at Relay.edu/Newark.
“I never feel that my time is wasted because
everything I do is useful for my classroom
and my students.”
—Jamila Adams, M.A.T. Student

“Are you committed to closing the
achievement gap and making a
monumental difference in your students’
lives? If so, then this program is for you.”
—Nick Kaiser, M.A.T. student

The M.A.T. Timeline

Learn more and apply at Relay.edu/MAT

